Overview of explorations of Martian shallow subsurface
and strategy for future missions
（火星の浅部地下構造に関するレビューと今後の探査戦略）
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ABSTRACT
We consider that shallow subsurface structure of Mars will be among the
most important exploration target of the near future Mars missions because
(1) while the surface of Mars has been mapped out in various ways at high
resolutions, information regarding subsurface is still limited; (2) because
the surface of Mars is covered by relatively homogeneous regolith
materials, understanding the condition immediately below the regolith is
important to properly understand the information obtained at the surface;
(3) numerous geological features are found to indicate recent and persistent
activities in both volcanic and aqueous senses at shallow depths; and (4)
shallow structures are relatively easier to explore than deeper structures at
high spatial resolutions. We reviewed previous findings of MARSIS,
SHARAD, and MOLA, as well as geological and geophysical
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investigations, and conclude that the reasonable targets in the near future
are (1) structures of 1-100m depths at cm-m resolution by radar instrument,
such as UHF band SAR and ground penetrating radar; (2) structures of
500m-several km depths at ~100m resolution by muography instrument,
and (3) layering of >5km by seismic instrument.
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